Solutions Brief

ACCESS CONTROL SOLUTIONS FOR

A S S I S T E D

L I V I N G

Identiv addresses the changing needs of assisted living communities,
incorporating minimal contact and totally touchless options aimed to keep
residents and staff safe and healthy.

Assisted living communities and nursing homes are

These facilities are where healthcare providers devote

unique facilities when it comes to access control.

themselves to helping people who need medical

Pairing residential accommodations with healthcare —

attention; but there’s also the need to protect against

whether it’s focused on disabled individuals who do or

unauthorized access, theft of medications,

do not choose to live independently, or elderly patients

and patient wandering.

who require convalescent care — presents a complex set
of requirements.

At the same time, these communities must maintain a
level of accessibility and openness. Plus, the onset of

Identiv’s access control product portfolio tackles these

COVID-19 has introduced new challenges related to

requirements from different angles, covering everything

patient monitoring, reducing the spread of infection,

from telephone entry to totally touchless access to video

and maintaining a separation between those who have

management system integrations.

contracted the virus and those who have not.

Need to Secure an Assisted Living Facility?
Speak to an expert today at sales@identiv.com or +1 888-809-8880.

Physical security solutions keep community
members and staff safe and secure.

Enterphone Telephone Entry
Intelligent, integrated Enterphone is a feature-rich telephone
entry system that can scale to care facilities of any size, protecting
residents and staff from unauthorized access.

MobilisID Smart Mobile Access
MobilisID leverages Bluetooth to allow for complete frictionless
access and can also integrate with ADA-compliant automatic door
hardware for a totally touchless solution.

Hirsch Velocity Cirrus ACaaS
The flexibility of the cloud facilitates access control-as-a-service
(ACaaS), enabling facilities to take advantage of the latest
technologies with lower upfront and infrastructural costs.

Liberty Access Control
Cyber-centric access control for single sites uses mobile devices to
determine proximity to a door for hands-free ingress and egress
while also integrating with nurse call systems.
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Live camera feeds and RFID technology
provide up-to-the-minute tracking.

Freedom Access Control
Web-based access control for multi-site facilities uses mobile
devices to determine proximity to a door for hands-free ingress
and egress while also integrating with nurse call systems.

Freedom VMS Integration
Live camera feed is attached to every access event, giving staff a
single pane to view security events and a streamlined process of
keeping residents and patients safe.

RFID-Enabled UHF Tags
RFID-based solutions can track where wheelchairs and gurneys are
stored, packages that are at high risk of theft, such as medication,
and monitor at-risk wandering patients.

uTrust UHF Credentials
Staff can keep their access cards in their pocket, badge, or bag
at all times; the long-read range also allows tracking of people to
increase personal safety and capture guest/visitor data.
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